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Throughout our country, en almost continuous promos* of professioaal

conferencing on educational questions is going on. Attractive announce.

tents appear in every mail and in every journal cone rain carefully

designed programs on a wide diversity of edeeational issues and serviees.

Such a completely dedicated pursuit in search of means to meet the edit

catLoaal needs of our country 1163 certainly never been matched or exceeded

in the history of education:

But aging all these earnest groups, whether their focus be on, human

growth and developeent on physical and mental health, on curricula= from

nursery school to adult education, on learnerz and the learning process) on

discrete subject-matter fields, on reseerch, on home-schooliseommunity

relations, on organization and administration of schools, on school plant

facilities, no group encompasses all educational concerns more completely

than a group meeting es the Department of aural Education, National

Education Associaticz*

As one of a trimevirate assigned t.o look at The Task We fas

approeshed my patt of this task with confAdence. Long profeesionel

azoociation with the first speaker, opportunity to share our mutually

cherished beliefs about the social significance of education were reassuring.

Schools have a dual role (1) of helping 0424 learner to achieve his indi:.

vidual potential, atel (2) of keeping us a nation of free people dedicated

to de ratio principles and ideals, Without such goals our efforts are

meaningless and lack direction. With them, education will continue to

make the seta astonishing progress in the last third that we made in the

first two-thirds of the twentieth eentury. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEM EDUCATION & WELFARE

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
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But all of us deeply concerned with education, professing the same

ideals, must seek constantly to lead. It is not possible to lead unless

we know where we are going. Our previous speaker has given us a road map.

But a road nap is useless unless we watch the rest of the traffic, select

the right corners to turn, keep our ayes on the road, and never lose sight

of our distant goals.

These are times that call for wide-open eyes and no blinders; wide -open

minds and no prejudices; wide-open horizons with no limiting high hedges of

our own making; and wideopen hearts in which the children and youth c=d

adults we serve can find security and cherishing and caring. Not some

children and youth and adults but all of them. This is the way of democracy,

Who are these people the school serves? Why do they have diverse needs

that schools are challenged first to identify and then to meet? What are

the bases of dive?sity in human beings?

At least five bases of diversity seem inescapable in meeting the task

we face. These include:

1. The maturity of the learner

2. The physical and social environment

3. The family background of the learner

4. The physical condition of the learner

5. individual differences in ability, interest, aptitude mud epiration

Tbere may well be other bases for diversity; some of these may appear as

sub-heeds of the five we will attempt to examine a little further.

1. ma h j....yrit 1 era uma.
The maturity of the learner is one of the primary conditions that creates

diverse needs. During the twentieth century, vs have modified our ideas

from time to time concerning the age of the learners to be served.
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At the beginning of the century, the average Astendence of pupils in

the elementary schools was four and a half yeers* The dropouts occurred

in the fourth and fifth grades. In 1967 more that 98 percent of the

elementery-schoolege population is attending a six,y or eightulear elementary

school.

At the beginning of the century, a very small percent of ou yonnt;

people had access to secondary education--probably less than tan percent.

lbw, every young person can attend a secondary school, about 70 percent

aveduate, and it is reliably predicted that by 1970 very nearly all high-

school-age youth will be in high school until they complete a twelve year

public- school education.

What has happened in elementary and secondary smelt during this

century justifies great pride in our national achievement. But this

achievement is evidence that the American people have boundless with

in education as the avenue of social mobilityV-4 way that has kept the

doors of opportunity open for our young people*

The averse needs the schools must serve have been expanding by a

growing demand for widely accessible educational opportunity at thirteenth

and fourteenth grade levels to provide a junior cellegi,or what is coming

-Agra frequently to be called a community college. Such a community college

is designed to provide either the lower division collegiate program or

terminal technical training leading to business or industry.

As we think of the expansion of educational opportunity upward, ve

cannot escape the most serious consideration of adult education. Ms

modern point of vim is that education is a lifeulong process. The years

of formal schooling are designed primarily to begin the process of education
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rather the complete it. Because of this, education throughout our sehools

must he geared to tha concepts of learning how to learn and to gaining

genuine satisfaction in leerning so that tWe individuAl twill wish to

continue learning throughout life.

More is not A community* large or smll, in our country but could

profit frem imaginative, community-wide und*rtakinss in civic toluestion,

in developing civic competence* in eoncumar educstion, in family life

education, in human relati6s and in the understanding of world 'affairs.

Education falls far short of atin the needs of Adults when they can

find nothing more interesting to do in the evening than to view the blood,

brutality aad aggression provided by most of the c*Amercial television

programs. In ao area of education have we less reason for t,lagratulation

than in the field of adult education.

The upsurge of interest in the problem of the disadvantaged segment

of American society was probably triggered by Michael Haggerty, in his

book: The Other aglaa, which was miner published serially fez 'E

=Ica and later in book form, Sint* the end of World War XL our citizens

had been deluded by the myth of our Affltvnt society. 'People generally

believed that povertythe groat enemy of advancing civilisation had beea

banished forever. Hut TAUhael Haggerty burst th* bubble of bigot*, and

bcttterness end everyone rich. On the basis of thoroughly reliable studies

he proved that about a quarter of our people are living at a substenderd

level and about a fifth have fallen into the abyss of abject, disa al..

hapless poverty.

The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 was the first eVidence that

the President and Congress of the United States had gotten the messes*.
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The Act mute provision for .t variety of opportunities but perhaps thc wet

spectacularly successful vas the Rea Start Program.

Research had been wing on for a long time on the isportgnce of the

early years of life. Slowly, Pince the first kindergarten was established

in Watertown, Wisconsin in 285, kindergarten education hsd been extended.

Ey 1962 about half the kitxlergerten-aga-children of the country had

kindergarten available to target, Host of these children lived in city

school districts. But, by and large, those were not the kind of kinditt4.

gartin that people envisioned who vorke4 hard over the years for their

establishment. In the interest -ot economy, and not in the interest of

children, teachers wore assigned 60 children in two sessions of 30 children

esch, one grkvinp reporting for 150 minutes in the morning and a sindler

grow in the afternoon. In general, this organisation was accept:4K!

throughout the country in spite of the fact that such overerowdine was

a constixt threat to effective functioning of a kin der and tc- the

growth of young children.

Obviously 0-sase conditions defeated kindergarten programs tind kindtt-

gatrten teachers. FA teacher could know 60 five4.year-olds well enough as

persons to meet their individual needs as these young children are making

their first ad,tustment to doetplett group Life. Work with parents was lor.

possible because of lack of time end -energy. gindergertens bee** regimented.

Children verb pushed, rushed, crowded and unsuitable *activities were

imposed "to keep them quiet." Imagination, creativity, sensitivity,

flexibility, curiosity are completely lost under these conditiOns. Good

kindergarten teachers asked for transfer to a primary grata, Prospective

kindergarten teachers were deterred from entering a profession *bleb soda

such unretlistic and selfwdefeating demands,
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In 1964 the Congress pasted the EVIUOMIC Opportunity Mt and by the

summer of 1065, Read Start programs were offered to help socio-economically

disadvanteged children, who would start school in the Fall, to acquire some

of the knowledge, habits and attitudes which would facilitate their success-

ful adjustment to the school situation,

During the summer of 1965, mead Start programs served nor* than half

a million children chiefly in congested, urban areas. Rarely has fsny

educational program stimulated greater public interest, any newspapers

cartied well-illuotrated full-page reports of their local programs. The

outcomes were so helpful not only to the children but to the parents as

well that many communitios organised to continue the program on a year

round basis.

Tha initiation of Head Start has already influenced the status of

Iindergarten radmation. In 1957, Rhode island &leveed that ell school

districts nust have kindergartens, Maryland mode state aid evellable for

kindergarten, 46 did Mosouri.

Since most of our national organizations concerned with education

are tum on record as approving opportmity for public education beenting at

age 3, we may anticipate accelerated development of programs for all young

children, regardless of economic status in the years immodietely aimed.

Continuation of Head Start programs for socio-economically disadvantaged

children alonswill result in a fora of segregation based on poverty--

another intolerable baste for cleasification of human beings. The

alternative is the **tension of educational opportunity to all young chili*

area, if we need juetification, we have it, in the statement of Denjamin

S. Blooml of the University of Chicago as the result of his long years

henijimin S. Bloom, §Abilla and gescialiagtiateitritgisi t,
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc * it 1964, p. 5.



of research. He says that

...the most rapid period of development appears to he
the first five years of life.

In addressing the American Association of School Administrators in 1966,

Dr4 Bloom said further

...by age 9 (grade 3) at least 30 percent of the general
achievement pattern at ego 18 (grade 12) has been develo,
oped....Studiaa of vocabulary development suggests that
about one*thtrd has been developed by the time the individual
hes entered schwsl.

These early years are years of experience getting and must not be considered

an opportunity to put pressure on the very young for formal learning.

Atds so we may conclude that education in the twentieth century has

become a "cradle to the grave" proposition. In fact, 0.41111120

Lashissm Monitor (September 18, 1967, page 17) announces "that a new

project, innocuously celled Parent and Child" "which saves the Head Start

concept clear down to the prenatal periods is about to gat off the ground"

as a pilot project in 30 selected cities this fall.

2. DIZLIVII-412141§Wja.ladvamigte2LAtlerrter

Wch has been said about the effect of the environmental setting in

creating diverse msds. The rural settings as all who have worked in it

knows has advantages and disadvantages. We know that every person'; mind

is made by the environment in which he lives and so in providing good

education for rural people we must assess and utilise the advantages and

compensate for the disadvantages.

Whet are some of the significant advantages of rural lige City

dwellers probably ao not fully realize tiow such the noise, the clutters

the crowds threaten their effective functioning and the growth of their
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children. Rural life can provide an enviroument for the young that is

not overstiwelating and that does not destroy interest sudAgest for living.

Rural life is not yet dominated by the machine that threatens to

dehumanize city dwellers. Are sat all to become slote on UM cards? What

happens to imagination* creativity, and curiosity when man's life is

completely regulated by the machine?

City life becomes increasingly artificial; the expeviences of city

people are mostly secondhand. Newspapers, radio and television commentators

select what they wish us to know about the world and it comes filtered throggh

the particular biases of the writer or commentator end frequently determined

by the particular ax he has to wind. In the process, the sensitivity of the

receiver gets dulled,

City life is fragmented. We do a lot of idle talking *bout %.he genera-

barn gap." In this we deny history; we think and live as though man had

no previous hietory on which to drew. We forget the bard won "funded

capital of civilization."

On the other bend, the conditions of the rural environment mak*

possible a close end continuing relationship with natural things, a

constant realization of man's oneness with his natural universe. Perhaps

we have taken "tjie native values of rural life soffit for grnted. Now,

it becomes crucial Outlet learn to understand and cooperate with the

natural order. anrvival depends upon it. And* thus, we may find a deeper

and richer reality in ikvider universe.

The Applications to education are obvious, they include greater emphasis

on science based on the natural environment at all levels, realistic

agricultural education, forestry education, propagation of ornamental
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plants, gardening. AU these fields open vistas of cultural end vccistionl

education. Becoming one with the natural environment has implications

for expansion of outdoor education so that more of our people will have

restored for t their unity with the physical and biological nature of

things* will widen their sensitivity to beauty and renew their spirits much

in need of renewing in a world deeply distressed because of man's lack of

judgment and wisdom in ordering his relationships to nature and to mankind.

The minus side of the assessment of the rural environment is of much

less significance in these days Of instantaneous c s',441 nieition and rapid

transportation. We can use these instruments of communication to bring

into every classroom vivid pictures of life in distant lands* industrial

processes* scientific experimentation* works of art* musical compositions*

dramatic prasantatioas to enrich the livas a rural children and adults,

Wre and more* schools are taking children on study trips and even more

ambitious journeys so that may have actual firsthand experiences,

Utilisation of the assets of the rural environment lies largely in

the hands of the educetionsi leadership. Rural schools need not replicate

urban schools but must build courageously on the strengths inherent in

their own environment.

Ccaponsation for the cultural limitations of the rural environment

calls for ingenious* imaginative* creative solutions. But* can we support

these *91utions finencially? With 7 percent of the world's population and

55 percent of the world's wealth* us can have any kind of educational proo

gram the people of this country want. We stay need a vigorous restatement

of our political theory that the people of this country create the wealth

of this country and may use the legal political channels availeble to

upend this wealth in the public interest,
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3* 32gLIngeltiR59=9.1allat th*amot

Many of the ideas already meritioned bearing on the divers* needs of

learners have their origin in the family background of the child. For

example, the fact that the parents have seleoted to live in a rural

environment Wimith may give school peopla some cues concerning the values

held by particular families.

Children from Homes of limAl& The problem of poverty, which was the

target of the Economic Opportunity At of 19641 impinges heavily on the

family background of the learner. In 19511 ti ComMissioner of Education'

commented on the Report of the Subcommittee on Low Income Families of the

Joint Committee on the Economic Report in these words:

...the close relationship between low income and sickness and

disease, low income end leek of educational opportunity, low

income end any basic sense of security.... Poverty breeds

ignorance and disease. But ignorance and disease bread

poverty. Essentially it is a vicious circle, out in which

not only individuals and families are caught but large and

important sections of our population. Those states that

have the poorest schools, the fewest hospitals and public

health servicest have also the lowest per capita income.

What can schools in rural areas do to Ureak"thevicious tircle

of poverty?" The question can probably be answtred by telling whet one

community has actually attempted to meet the problems of children who

Ato

had fever adventages. ThisAthe story2 as it wus told to tile on September 7,

1967:

When Federal funds became available in December, 196$,

we made a survey of our children and their needs. Then,

Federal Security Agency, Report of the Commipsioner of Education,

1931, P. 22.

2Part of the discussion with Mrs. Thelma Gemesh Assistant Superintendent

of Schools, Tulare (California) School District.



ema/l. group ef a- -hers, administrators, supervisors, a

consultants had a brain-storming session and came out with

some ideas that seemed. to hive merit and to be feasible in

term of district resources. tie were concerned ebomt gver-

coming some of the social and eluotional inadequacies that

are partially ::esponsible for the failure of these children.

Sons of these dreams have been realised so we can look back

with some satisfaction and look ahead with great expectations.

Because of the reduction in funds we have found it

necessary to curtail r olitninate same of out programs. We

have dropped th.3 supplementary reading pro This program

stressed reading for aujoyment* In this proeram, each child

we* given, a book at his reading level each month and then

permitted to take it h to becom a part of his personal

library* For some children these books were their first truly

personal posseasion* They took great pride iv ownership

and reading interests developed in a gratifying manner*

We are continuing our proven for three and four-year-

old children* This progreavme started in V?6,31eith funds

mode availible by the Rosenberg Foundation. It has tripled

in enrollment* 'Ws have on-the-spot avidencg of the accuracy

of the reemerch by Bloom and Deutsch.

Dafortunetely the teacberaide program was also nut due

to lick of ftmds, In our too target schools., hammy* vs still

previde teachers with a limited amount of service. We use

tb alde,4 i elszsrvolas wain with the c4ildreu i ease.

teething situetions; they are not used AS housekeeping asides

or to prodult foam "pals purple ditto sheetst"

Our Widening AOrison, progrAf4 toga first started in that

district with funds from the Rosenberg Foundation* This is a
travel-study progrem for chadrem in grades five through

eight. During the summer a selected group of 60-70 boys

and girls spend six vseks exploring some of the wonders of

our State* They travel and see farmers' markets, music

contort, art museums industrial plants.7 historic centers

of interest During the school year on auguided week ends,

fifth grads kthildren visit historic spots, the beech, tit

nountains,

The value of thy,* proerama is apparent in the quality

of the eltildrenia poetry and stories and other forme of

creative expression. Too often ve expect output from

children 'ban there bee base no input.

Wa arm damply concerned about the health of our Oil..

dren* During the first year 197 pupils were given comma-,

heneive physical examinations. All were given hearing, vision,

11
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and dental examinations. 14.-4%.4.. was* and health aide qtrried
on extensive follow-up work with the parents. A study of
nutrition vu made and supploments needed were determinad*
Nutrition classes were set up for parents:

Ninety percent of the dhildren examined shoved law hese-
globin to an extent that sidicationva* needed. WOrkine

through parents and 'iocal physicians surgical help was secured..
cases of infected tonsil*, hernia, _strabismus, and others were
cared for. Parents ware -uniformly grateful for this help
and .suggested Cut a "Nap Another Child health Fend" be Set
-up to which everyone would makg whatever contributions he was
able to makrA, In this way, the health needs of ihdditional.
children were met.

A parent education program was carried on by means of
study trips. The parents were as impoverish in experiences
as the children. The district provided a study trip for
parents every Thursday to some point of interest to them as
parents and citizens. A sympathetic guide helped them to
understand the experiences.

in Jun* 1967 one of the parents wrote a litter concerning
her experience. The letter wee in Spanish but was translated
by one of the aides. This is a "prof of the poking" kind
of evaluation because the life of this wean was changed
be use of the program. Hers is a translation of the letter:

Dear Its. lea:
X wish to express my gratitude to Ws, Gladys Nent for having
this wonderful program, also, to Mary Garcia, who always
invited us on field trips, workshops, films, and night school
classes. Since X have been taking part in this 11 rogram, I
feel that X am no longer in the dark.

* visit high schools end colleges. I realize how much our
children can learn because it it there within reach. ittlucation
means more to me now than beforte.

We are a family of fifteen* Waive children, ny husband,
author and myself. Us have always worked in the fieldo; we
followed the crops from one place to another.

N childretts. were always late catering school because we had to
finish tie harvest. Our greatest concern saga was to feed
and cloth* our children so they were always Late starting
school, They never started until taid4ovember. Hy husband
wouldn't let them start sooner.

As I said before, education began to nun store to rgaw end %

worried about vey children. / began to talk and talk to my
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husband about letting the children stert school in Septets-boy,
like they were supposed to

Since I acct nowhere with his I took 4 step that I have raver
done before.to go Last Tye husband's ghee in stubbornness!
I went to the high school principal; i told him what my problem
vas. tie was vary underatending and said be would talk to y
husband, lie did. My troberd told the principal that he
needed the bOys to work because he Couldn't support all fifteen
of us by hfrvelf.

The prineipg told him he could get heip through Welfare. Of
colms'a, we wouldn't I it because our children are our
responsibility erv-a nobody else's. At t, we said we WOUla
accept help w-mn we needed it and our toys started school in
Octoberstill late.
Then last September-4u 1966 I want to see the principal
again, sag asked hL to talk to ray husband again about
letting the children start school in September, Well, the
school sent for him. I don't know what they said to his' a.
But wham lay husband returned luxe from school, he said to
me that we better buy the children their 301=1 clothing so
they can start school. I tell you this is the first time in
year& that they started school in September. I now have two

boys and one girl in the tenth grade, than on down to Mad
Start. All this was made possible because of this wonderful
pro wan. I am very grateful. I have /earned a lot.

The field trip was something
the other ladies and hearing
education of their children.
be educated so they can find
be better citizens.

I look forward o; milting to
them talk losistly about the
We all want our children to
a place in =their comunity end

Also, I enjoy the workshops very much. I used to sew a little

but since. I took part in the sewing. workshep, where Mrs. Itoutt
awe lessons in swing and also on how to buy materials, I now
sew sierc,::lahAviC..-beits sewing children's clothes and asliing

them. I Wk. most Cif sty clothes and my mother's and my chili-

drens.

I could go on and on, telling you the things I have learned

and enjoyed, not only myself but the children as well on

theta field trips. I took care of five of the preschool chil-

dren an the trips. at first, they were shy, but soon came

out of their shells; now they are friendly and happy and eager

to start school. They love the bus rides, the trip to the

dairy, the goo and the parks. * husband and I do not speak
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English. We started nightschool classes, thanks to Mary for
inviting us.

I know that by attending school iwa will be able to understand
our children and help them. We are buying a home. New, we
will plant our roots here and be :mot of the community and
school. Thank you, thank you for the parent and community
relations program, and to Ws. Gladys gent, for her under-
standing kindness. She is truly a wonderful person.

Respectfully,

(Parent's vane)

No doubt stories like this could be told about hundreds and hundreds

of communities. The secret of helping people who are in trouble is in

ite.ntkg. to help theme; really asetka about that happens to other human beings.

Tbe Children of Seasonal Workers. :Family stability is usually con-

sidered of great importance in promoting normal growth and development in

children. But throughout the twentieth century, the most challenging

problem confronting rural educators in many states has been the children of

seasonal agricultural workers whose families drift from crop to crop.

A. quarter to a half million of our children are involved. These are

the children of parents who are received with open arms when the crop is

ready for harvest and are socially rejected aaa tweed "to be on your way"

when the job is completed.

The plight of these children makes it imperative to use all the

resources at our command under the Economic Opportunity Act, and the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act in meeting the problem. Because

basic econcudc conditions seem to require these migrant families, State

funds also should be available.

For many decades we have sought a cure for this problem which is

devastating to families and children. it bras been said that there is no



cure except the elimination of migrancy but that desirable solution still

lies far in the distance.

Every child is entitled to full educational opportunity available

to other childron. The migrant child belongs to the Nation's most edu-

cationally underprivileged. To use one State as an example, although

lay and professional people in California have worked zealously on this

problem at least since 19250 a survey made in 1961 itdicated that migrant

children reeve a year o more retarder in school achievement. These children

were served by 6.6 more teachers who were not fully qualified then the

percent of such employment throughout the State and that 27.5 percent of

the districts maintained a half day session which is approximately 20

percent higher than the State percent and 25 percent of the schools reported

their buildings to be inadequate. Obvioualy, these 1.11111dr:in aria th victim

of discrimination.

The problem has had the interest and active support of the United

States Office of Education which over the years has held national and

regional conferences on the education migrant children and has published

bulletins and reports. The Department of Rural Education, NEA, has main-

tained a continuing interest in the problem. In am-1954, the Department

published nt atie..itsks of giEELt 91hilzica by Shirley E. Groans and in

1960, sponsored the publication of Ept4.$9.& and Leachina ILuirgL....nt,,ciLijA by

Elizabeth Sutton.

The results of State activities under BOA and ESEA are showing narked

progress in meeting the diverse needs of migrant children. In a position

paper prepOired for presentation at the State Conference on Migrant Education
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in Sacramento, California on Septenber ;3-24, 1966, Dr. *len Cowan Woodl

analyzed the educational needs of migrant children under eighteea hidings

as follows: equal opportunity, id*ntification and citizenship, attitude*

favorable to success, relevance and meaning, nastery of English, vocational

guidance and education, better living, kindergarten and preschool prngrams,

indiiidualized learning programs, broadening background and interest*,

secondary education, adult education, continuity in the educational program,

sufficient specialized personnel: adequate facilities amd equipments flexi-

bility in educational arrangements, supp/ementary financing. This compre-

hensive list of educational needs of the children, youth, and adults engaged

in seasonal agricultural labor might well be applied to all education but

because of deprivati ©n Dr. Weod makes A special application in each case to

the unmet needS of the migrants.

Children frosi_liogses in Whicloinother agiga. Children

representing another need coMe trombones in which language ether than

English is exclusively apoken. They present a problem on teachers and

schools where all instruction is given in the EngliSh lingua**. The

importance of helping these children to gain proficiency in the language

of their adopted culture cannot be over-estimated.- Although no educator

would wish a child to lose command of his native language, hie educational

and vocational succesa in an English*speaking culture demands facility and

fluency in the use of English.

'Helen COWAn Woods "The Educations,' Needs of Migrant Children.° This

paper was prieented at the State Conference on Migrant Education in Sieramsnee,

California oa September 21-24, 1966. The conference was coo,sponaored by the

Sureau of Elementary and Secondary Education, the Office of Coaponsatory

Eduction and as Inter-State Migrant Education Project, Title V, ES E& Copies

may be secured from the Office of Compensatory Eduzation, Saavalsauto, Cali-

fornia, 95814.
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Acculturation of various foreign Unsung groups is greatly influenced

by parental attitudes. Certain cultures see the importance of early learning

of English to the child's school e4iCCOSS and support the efforts of the

gerlool by the use of English in the home as soon as the parents themselves

gain tacility with the language. Other cultures have strong emotional

attachments to the native language and fear the separation from their

children that the learning of another language in school might bring about.

Since instructional materials used in the schools of the 'United States

Ate almost exclusively published in English, school people will probably

need all the diplomacy at their command to meet a problem essentially rooted

in the emotions of the parents.

Althougn this need has been apparent it-, our schools throughout the

entire twentieth century as we received wave after wave of immigration from

various countries, concentrated work on the problem is a relatively recent

development. Research studies are under way in a number of centers on the

teaching of English as 4 second language. The Cert_er for Applied Linguistics,

Washingtoa, D.0 has given effective leadership tke the problem. Three

conferences Imre held as follows; Tuscan, 1964; San Diego, 1965; New York,

1966. In Beach in 1967, * national organisation watt formed called

Teachers a English as a Second Language which adds TESOL to our already

bulging alphabetical vocabulary.

The Department of Rural. Education has also been concerned with this

problem and in 1966 published 2111.nvisibtft nws...24,11t1 as report on the

latio.big fir, t& Washington, D.C.; Department of Rural

Education, National Eilutetion Associationi 39 66#
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Nib -Tuscon Survey on the teaching of Spanish to the Spanishpeaking.

In any comprehensive discusaion of the diverse needs of the learners

to be served, cvnaideration would be given to the difficult problem of

needs rooted in racial differences in family background and in value systews

held by the different classes in what any of urn hope will eventually becoris

a classless society. But neither your time nor my erudition makes this

possibl.

4. 3111k2sW1 Condition. Of eta

Any illusions sellool people may have that in the United States "our

children are the healthiest in history" will be swiftly dispelled by the

comparative study, wide by Raul Tunley and reported under the title: "Americans

Unhealthy Children - an Emerging Scandal" in DENNOLItasola for Nay, 1966.

It is probably unnecessary to defend the assumption that vm cannot met

the needs of any child unless be is in reasonably good health.

Mr. Unity makes his case in five brief statements:

In 1950...we ranked sixth in deaths of babies per thousand
births...according to WHO statistics for rot, As him* slid
down to tomething like fifteenth place. (p. 42)

Spokesman for organized medicine...like to attribut* our poor
showing to our heavy Negro population compered, say. to
Sweden or Holland. But there is no inherent reason why Negro
babies should have a poorer prospect of survival than whites-
except poverty and inferior prenatal care. This is the
meaning of the striking statistical picture one finds in New
York, where, in the predominantly white and reasonably
affluent borough of queens, infant deaths are 300 percent

lover than in Negro Harlem. In Ninnesotao.-where all reams

have aqua/ tia,044:4 tA, firt-class hospitalsinfant morttaity

rates era identical for whites au4 norishitee. (p. 42)

The consequences of poor or inadequate pr' natal care are
reflected not only in infant deaths but also iz% those who
survive with preventable defects. A high proportion tl the

roe million mentally retarded children ilia the United States

are born to poor families, and many of the daatts could have
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been forestalled by simple Medication en4 treatment before
birth. Iodated, most authorities wet that retardation could
be cut in half if va applied what'll* already knaw about such

familiar Innards as faulty metabolism and Carman measles* (p. 43)

Host advanced mitions recognise thet the cars of children's
teeth is crucially important; they provide free* or almost tree

dentistry for their young, Yet the richest-nation in the world,
according to a fedora/ survey, alio= half its youngsters to
I:mesh the age of fifteen without ever having seau the insill
of 0, dentist** office. As a result half of altiairicana in ther

early teens hove an average of tan decayed teeth in their mouths.
Furthermore* one out of every five children in American suffers
from a chronic ailment largely hec.use of neglect.

...* r* ant Washington, D.C. study found that large numbers

of first graders were failing because there were anemic and

that the trouble with many nonreeders was they they couldn't

see properly.

nothing needs to be added to these quotation*. If we really want to

build a healthy nation and plan for the future, we must start with oar

children. Is this a proper concern of the schools? To be sure, it is,

because we cannot attain our educational objectives unless the diverse

health needs of our 'children are met.

following Et. Tunley's article in liaMgAlislisiane is a condensed

statement from an article appearing in ONavesiber 5,

1965). Within the past five yearn, five Boston hospitals have Redo

cosprehensivs studies of 1,442 preschool children aged four to six, who

were enrolled in OSA Seed Start projects. Over 31 percent exhibited

major physical defects or emotional ...r:obleas. To quota directly from this

statement:

A very wide range of physical pathology was uncovered,

including cardiovascular defiatt; brat:etc-pulmonary 0s-function,

orthopedic problems and diseases of the sutra-intestinal

tract. Growth of some children vas retarded as a result of

metabolic 'disturbances or malnutrition; inadequate hearing or

vision were extremely common..1.
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Nest striking of all was the high tete of emotional disturbance.

Nearly 25 percent of all the children had some sort of psychological

difficulty* ranging from serious behavioral problems to psychoses.

This Ls part of the tragic picture revealed by the Beaton study.

Unfortunately in a study involving so many cases, we probably get an assess*

mint of what is pfekiheyLtrue nationwide. These 31 percent of the Mead-

Start children will enter sdhool with two strikes against them. Teachers

and parents will put pressure an them to learn to miato-the most 4iffie4 lt

task try will aver have to achieve. Riad Start abOuld give a thence

,to ma those children who are desperately in need of Medidal care. lb***

health-needs of children* however, represent diver** nesdiwhichwill

determine whether they are learners or not. Children who are ill-nourished

or suffer from dome physical defect deviate from normal behevior patterns.

The health of the Nation s children should ba our greatest concern.

5. ledWsti.al pifimistjt Abilitv, lastmSb and- Mita* k

Any thoughtful teacher will say that his greatest problem is in veiatins

the wide range of needs present in every classroom. The group with which the

teacher works is composed of many different indiViduals each with his own

peculiar needs. Apparently* educators never tire in attempting to dallier(

some odministrattve arrangement to reduce the diversity in * classroom. The

methods betas tried by enthusiastic proponents today were tried in the 30's

and diScsrdad fOr a variety of reasons. Current efforts are unlikely to

be UOT6 successful particularly if school people are truly concerned about

the image a child seta of himself if he happens to fell into a group of so-

called "retarded" or "slow" learners.

NO need to think some new thoughts on this problem. First, we must

work to see that every teacher has a teachable *ice clessw-not more than 25
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at theimmiume. Then, we must find the ways to help teachers to understand

each child and to diagnose his individual loarniug needs. We must help

teachers to accept the point of view that their task is to help each child

take his next step successfully. The class group will have many group

activities because children need to learn to live and work together) accept

persons different from themselves and identify themselves with what is

good for the group. gut many of their specific learning activities will

be highly individualised with each child working at his own rate toward

goals he understands and with competent teacher guidance.

The teatimes or responsibility must be the prevention of failure.

Within the classroom all children need not use the same textbook, each

child need not use the same workbook but each child needs to have experiences

of success. The grear-task of leadership is to free teachers from the

limitations imposed by rigid grade etandards. if vs believe individuals

differ from one another int every vonceivable ways let us really put this

belief into action, Obviously, if individual variation exists then

everyone will not be able to do the same thing in the same amount of

time and with an equal degree of competence,

Not only must we accept this as a principle to live by, not only musty*

help teachers to learn to live by it but we must help parents to understand

and believe it and act courageously in accordance with their beliefs. The

4.'

effect of parental expectancies that :exceed a child's capacity is causing die-

estrous pressure on many children, InOhildren Under .4Pteurg.., the wooing

is clearly given to those who will listen and hear before personal tragedy

40(0...~00.060440100000141001000010

lIoneld C. Doll and Robert S. Fleming, gititaakaatere Columbus,

Ohio: Charles Z. Merrill Zook*, Inc., 1966.
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comes to any child or to his parents.

To meet the needs of children, vs must stress the importance of

developing a relationship between ho and school in which parents and

teachers are full partners in the 7irogramL of educatioe. If such are..

lationship can be developed, then eventually every school will become a

community service ester equipped to miniztew to a wide variety of human

needs.

Other needs might be discussed xf timt permitted. The need of a

curriculum' which will prepare mmorrow's citizens to be effective in the

presertation of our democratic way of life, succeseul homemakers, pomons

thoroughly informed concerning the seriousness of our internal problem

of htmen relations as well as our world relational, human being. who think

well of themselves and thus can accept differences in other people and

treat them with dignity, respect and justice, persons prepared to make

a livings persons able to use leisure constructively, and to adjust to

life in s. technological civilisation. But these ar* the basic and common

needs that good education strives constantly to meet.


